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ABSTRACT 

 The solar cell modules are generally employed in dusty environments which is the case in tropical countries like India. 

The dust and particulate matter gets accumulated on the reflecting surface of the module and blocks the incident light from the sun. 

It reduces the power generation capacity of the module. The power output will be decreased as much as up to 50% if the module is 

not cleaned for a long time. In order to regularly clean the dust, an automatic cleaning system has been designed, which senses the 

dust on the solar panel and also cleans the module automatically. This automated system is implemented using AVR 

microcontroller which controls the DC geared motor. This mechanism consists of a two sensors (LDR and PPM). For cleaning the 

PV module, a mechanism consists of sliding brushes has been developed. In terms of daily energy generation, the presented 

automatic-cleaning scheme provides about 30% more energy output when compared to the dust accumulated PV module. 
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Solar cell efficiency refers to the portion of 

energy in the form of sunlight that can be converted 

via photo voltaic into electricity. The efficiency of the 

solar cells used in a photovoltaic system, in combination 

with latitude and climate, determines the annual energy 

output of the system. Most of the applications nowadays 

like heating water, agriculture and industrial applications 

use the solar panels as an electrical power source instead 

of relying on the generators or the ordinary sources for 

electricity. The most important part of these systems is the 

solar panel where the solar energy is converted to heat for 

water heating or converted to electricity for the others. 

There are many types of the solar panels. In the countries 

those have dusty environment accumulation of dust on the 

solar panels leads to reduction of the transmittance of the 

panel. Solar desalination plants in some of the middle-east 

countries like the solar desalination plant of Abu Dhabi 

suffers from the deposition of dust on its solar plates. The 

effect of the accumulated dust can be evaluated and 

implied to use that data to reduce with the increasing of tilt 

angle, since the tilt angle will affect the exposure time to 

the sunlight also. But the best way to eliminate the effect 

of the accumulated dust on the solar panels is to clean the 

panels. So in this paper we are proposing an automatic 

cleaning system for solar panels.  

DESIGN CONCEPT 

In this paper the effects of accumulated dust on 

the performance of the solar panels are investigated by 

referring the results obtained by experimentation in dusty 

atmosphere of different levels. Also, an auto cleaning 

system to work as the auto cleaner which is equipped on 

the flat solar panel is proposed. The design of the auto 

cleaning system will be flexible in order to fix on different 

sizes of solar panels. In accordance with the dimensions of 

the flat plate panel, the robot consists of brushes driven by 

DC geared motors through conveyer belt system. The 

movement of the brushes is controlled by signal generated 

through a microcontroller in accordance with the high 

sensitivity dust sensor. The motor will now generate a 

rotational motion which in turn gives a linear motion for 

the brushes and the system now starts to clean the panel. 

Steps involved in cleaning the PV module: 

A. Firstly choosing the right kind of sensors which can 

actually give proper responses. 

B. Now a prototype of the whole system is to be 

developed. 

C. Designing of the prototype which can work in the real 

time environment of the project. 

D. Choosing a basic and right kind of microcontroller 

which can control the whole system in right direction. 

HARDWARE DESIGN  

The proposed model is based on the working of 

overhead crane system to clean the surface of solar panel. 

A two strip track is made for movement of crane system 

for brushes. The tracks are provided with two dc geared 

motor which does the forward and backward movement of 

the brush. These motors are controlled by the motor driver 

IC L293D. The whole system is controlled by the IC of 

AtMega 328 based aurdino system. It consists of 5 LDR 

sensors with different sensitivity. Two of the sensors for 

providing obstruction to the wheels. And one for the dawn 

and dust condition of the sun knows as differential 

measurement unit (DMU). One LDR with higher 

sensitivity to acknowledge dust on the solar plate.  The 

basic working of the system is like that if dust acquires the 

panel then sensor gives response to the processor then 

system is activated and a water sprinkler gets on which is 

controlled by the MOSFET IC providing power. Firstly 
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the water is spread on the panel and simultaneously the 

cleaning system gets on with forward and backward 

motion. Then cleaning system again gets on to totally 

clean the panel. In this way the lost efficiency is recovered 

by this module. 

The major advantage of the whole system is that 

it operates on a dc supply with heavy duty rechargeable 

batteries. And the power which is generated by the solar 

module can be reused to charge the battery. So, this 

system provides recycling of power without utilizing any 

external power source. Block diagram is shown in Fig(1). 

           

Figure 1: Block diagram 

CLEANING MECHANISM 

Wiper -Using a battery, we applied 12V at the 

motor connected to the panel to verify the wiper 

movement across the panel. 

Sprayer-We could not test the valve with water 

in the lab. However, after the demo, we went outside and 

connected a water supply to the panel using a garden hose. 

Then, using a battery, we applied 12V at the solenoid 

valve. This allowed water to be sprayed onto the panel. 

The fully assembled system was able to detect a 

shaded cell from debris. Furthermore, it initiated the 

wiper motion down and up the panel to clear the debris. 

Also, the system maintained the battery charged when 

there was no cleaning and sufficient power was available. 

More importantly, the project decreased the daily energy 

lost compared to the case where the PV panel was left 

shaded for an entire day. In order to determine energy 

savings, the PV Panel was placed under a solar test bed 

under identical conditions to test the energy loss from one 

half shaded cell. The losses due to shading alone was 

determined by taking the difference between the 

maximum power of the unshaded PV Panel and the 

maximum power of with one PV cell half shaded. The 

power losses of the entire Automated Self-Cleaning Solar 

Panel was also measured. Energy loss was normalized for 

one day of operation with one cleaning cycle.  The 

resulting percent energy savings is shown in Equation 

 

Table 1: 

 

UNCERTAINETIES 

Although our project worked almost exactly as 

we had planned, and each group member was satisfied 

with our final product, there were still some uncertainties 

that we could not address during the duration of this 

course. 

One uncertainty was whether we could make a 

significant long-term profit. We were able to perform 

preliminary tests and calculations to determine our daily, 

or even weekly, profit from the design. But we could not 

extrapolate that data to estimate our profit on a monthly or 

yearly basis because of the possibility of fluctuations in 

weather and long-term maintenance costs. 

Another concern we had was marketability. 

What areas would our project be beneficial for? Would it 

be more beneficial on a residential scale, or an industrial 

scale? All these questions need to be addressed before our 

product can be produced on a large scale. 

ETHICAL CONSIDERATION 

The following is a list IEEE Codes of Ethics that 

were most related to the project [15] 

The original Codes are in italics with an 

explanation as to their relevance to the project. 

To accept responsibility in making decisions 

consistent with the safety, health, and welfare of the 

public, and to disclose promptly factors that might 
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endanger the public or the environment. We have made a 

list of safety precautions during the design review phase to 

prevent the injury to anyone that may come in contact with 

a working version of our project. 

To be honest and realistic in stating claims or 

estimates based on available data; to reject bribery in all 

its forms. Although, bribery hasn’t been an issue, it’s 

worth noting that the project’s performance is measured 

according to data collected from real tests. That way there 

is no surprise as to the behavior of the project if someone 

else were to pick it up if we were to turn it over to another 

team or a consumer. 

To improve the understanding of technology; its 

appropriate application, and potential consequences 

Throughout the design and testing our group is gaining a 

more in depth feel for how electrical engineering is 

actually applied to create a real system that has a definite 

purpose in the real world. Also, the consequences of poor 

design are much more evident. 

FUTURE WORK 

Even though our project worked perfectly and 

was functioning as initially planned, there are still a lot of 

improvements that can be made to make it more 

marketable and efficient. 

First of all, we would like to deal with reducing 

the friction losses in our project. It is something we did not 

account for since our panel was prepared by the ECE 

Machine Shop. We could use a better, and more 

lubricated ball-screw which would significantly reduce 

our friction losses We would also work on making our 

project more marketable by designing and ordering a 

PCB. This would make our circuit look neat, and would 

also reduce its size considerably. 

We would like to make our DMU more 

universal. We could make our DMU wireless, which 

would allow us to relay data back to a central monitoring 

system. 

Research public opinion and determine whether 

people would be willing to pay for the long-term savings 

that our project promises 
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